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LATE AGAIN:
It has been said that two moves are worse than one fire. When it
comes to the raw material of which the wooden planes part of Plane Talk
is formed, we must report that a move of any sort is worse than a combination of earthquake, tidalwave, erupting volcano, artillery bombardment and a visit by a herd of goats. Your editor lives in a small house
but he requires lott of room both while trying to check against duplication in the Notes & Queries columns and in performing other editorial
and compositorial duties. As a result every horizontal surface in the
house contains bits and pieces of future Plane Talks as well as reference
books, back issues, letters from members and the like.
Both your editor and his patient w,ife enjoy company and they are
fortunate in this respect in that their door is frequently knocked upon.
_However, a rule rather stringently_enforced by the_fem4le partner_is that
,the litter of papers which hides tables, footstools, beds, chair seats,
lawna.
hide
the
leaves
aifillen
and other Conirenient-PieceS'Of-furniture,
of autumn, must be hidden away before the door is open to callers. You
can imagine what effect this has on the organization of your editor's
papers. After several trips in and out of cartons they are more effectively mixed than _a mess of picalilli in your food processor._
This year vacation came upon the household before the early issues of
VolumeW were more that just begun. Guilt impelled- the editorial per.SO'n
to carry the cartons of scrambled mags on the annual journey to"Frog Hill",
the family summer home. Here, surprisingly, much progress was made. Contributions from members were processed, Notes and Queries in quantity Were
written, layouts were planned and a general feeling of accomplishment was
generated.
And then we went home.
When the boxes were unpacked great chunks of the finest material
seemed to have evaporated. Frantic examination was unavailing. In the
midst of it, several new "put aways" occurred as tool collectors and
socially minded friends and relatives were spotted negotiating the front
walk.
The stuff is somewhere. Some of it could be recreated and is already
in these pages. Other pieces, like a long and interesting letter from
Philip Walker with comments about items in our two previous issues, will
turn up and be published shortly. If your latest contribution seems to
be missing, perhaps it was part of the "great disappearance". Don't worry
except
we'll find it. No paper that enters this house ever leaves it
currency.
Our genial IMP editor, who never misses a deadline and who is organthe most successful of the lunar probes, never
ized - somewhat better .than
_
has these problems. _.Pc.rhaps this is i sign that wooden plane collectors
should exDand their interest to include the metal side.
been found. Three more issues
The missing pieces referred to above have
be seeing them soon. "Soon"
You'll
of Plane Talk are virtually complete.
it may have to be interinterruptions
is flexible. If we have any more
preted as within the 20th Century.

NOTES & QUERIES
Bob Sutter has found a jack plane of early
appearance marked WE--/N?Y? The letters which
may indicate New York are very indistinct and
Bob is not sure of the reading. The plane has
an offcenter open tote which leans slightly to
the side and single iron marked JAMESCAM/CAST
STEEL. Most interesting are the supplementary
markings on the toe which are the date 187'18
separated by a .heart device and a border arsbund
the outside edge of the toe composed of small
elements which resemble safety pins in outline.
This may date the plane or may have been added
by a later owner. On the side of the plane is
a four petal flower design within a circle, but
the design was made with compasses by the surrounding circle has been crudely deepened and
widened with the point or a knife or some similar instrument.
Anent the non-box boxing notes which have been
appearing, David Truesdale reports on a center
bead plane with interrupted boxing blocks instead of strip boxing. The maker was T.GOLDSMITH/PHILA and the blocks are either rosewood
or lignum vitae.
NOTICE
We do not have a photo section in this issue
but expect to have one of double size in our
next.
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NOTES & QUERIES
Following our last issue a long letter came
from Bill Goodman. Although he refers to it as
"brief notes" it seems reprintable as is without rearrangement or expansion.
'There are at least four different ways of
spelling Hayden, and he used most of them himself from time to time. Haven't seen any of
his planes yet.
6 reported so far.
1V-3-3. MARSH & WINN.
1 Bob Donnelly
MARSH. T.
1 Philip, Walker.
W/NNS/YORK
There were probably two Winos. See NELSON/YORK
and WATSONS/LEEDS. This seems to have been a
Yorkshire custom, before the days of MOSS BROS.
(The Nelsons were Wm. and Thos. - 1782 -84)
HANDS & J.HAST/E. These are probably two separate makers, both Londoners, we think; although
Hastie was probably a Scot by birth. So far
nothing definite is known about either, but
both probably before 1780 or 1800.
T.MORSE without the place name has now turned
up three or four times. Have to report with
some remorse that he has still not been tracked
down properly, but we know he was a joiner/
builder in Stratford-upon-Avon in about 1760.
1V-3-4:T.KING & SON/LATE/ .MOSS. Not known
yet.
BONER/HEREFORD. The name Bonner or
Bonnor is common in the West Country, but these
small-town ironmongers are very often difficult
•
to pin down.
1V-3-5 LACHAPPELLE,Kriens, Luzern, Switzerland
1V-3-6 John Blizard only had one 'z' in his
name.
I.DAV/S, Deritend, Birmingham, 1770-81.
1V-3-15 D. Galloway & Co. Edinburgh, 18751939. One of the most prominent tool merchants
in Edinburgh in that period.
HOWKINS oatented the combined metal plane,
not HAWKINS.
PARRY OLD ST is in the book.
IV-4-3 On advice from Bob Graham have now removed W.RAYMOND from 3P2 Problem Children.
We still have over 50 leftl
ly=4=111 Ross & Alexander, sishopsgate, London
E.C. 2.
, Liverpool. (Dealers)
no dates.
The ink inscriptions on planes are usually
made by dealers to remind assistants of the
proper names of the tools. It was a mark like
this on Matthew Carter's BRISCOE which gave me
the clue about the 'side-working sash planes;
on which I am now working. I have identified
about 30 of these planes between 1750 and 1820.
'V-4-I3 D.A.MANZIE Four of these are now on
file. He was a Scot, probably about the same
date as LOURIE, WILLIAM, Potter Gate, Edinburgh
-1813-. We are still searching for both MANZIE and MINZIES.
1V-4-13 cont. FARRAR is also a Scottish name.
IV-4-15 There are three different stamps for
Andrew Shillinglaw,
P. Castle Wynd, Edinburgh 1/93-99
"
37 Cowgate,
1799-1812
Shillinglaw
Hrs. A.
37 Cowgate,
1813-1814
"
There is also a Jno Shillinglaw (once).
Up to the present I have 34 Woodings reported
on file, or which 5 are in the U.S.A. (and
probably more since my records were made). But
Thomas Granford is now the probably first maker
here in England whose planes are known."

Norbert Sand writes "Re the Note, IV-4-13, about
Bob Mickelson's D.A.MANZIE. I have one bought
several years ago on Grand Isle, N.Y. in a lot
of British (or predominately British) planes.
The stamp is in all caps, with a straight line
border. It has light, square chamfering, but
the wedge doesn't look oid."

Royce Wince reports-, "I recently obtained a
rosewood bodied plow plane with boxwood fence
and arms. It has the following stamp incised
upside down on its toe:

xnuou
cimacur
--.-

N .

Roberts lists Hynson as a St. Louis planemaker
but the name Gormly doesn't appear in his listing. This plane has an iron marked:"
Ui.gliTC1+ER.

SHEFFIELD

Larry Campanell calls to our attention a quotation published in Anticues in July 1979 from
the Massachusetts Yeoman of July 27, 1825. The
"Starker effect" which is described,is an intentional use of what we have termed the "Graham
effect", the raising up of stampings on the
toe ends of planes after the surface has been
skinned off.
"Raised figures on wood, such as are employed in picture frames and other articles of
ornamental cabinet work, are produced by means
of carving, or by casting the pattern in Paris
plaster, or other composition, and cementing or
otherwise fixing it on the surface of the wood.
The former mode is expensive; the latter is inapplicable on many occasions.
The invention of Mr. Starker, may be used
either by itself or in aid of carving, and depends on the fact that if a depression be made
by a blunt instrument on the surface of the
wood, such depressed part will again rise to
its original level by subsequent immersion in
water.
The wood to be ornamented having first
been worked out to its proposed shape, is in a
state to receive the drawing of the pattern:
this being put in, a blunt steel tool, or burnisher, or die, is to be applied successively
to all those parts of the pattern intended to
be in relief, and at the same time is driven
very cautiously, without breaking the grain of
the wood, till the depth of the depression is
equal to the subsequent prominence of the figures. The ground is then to be reduced, by
planing or filing, to the level of the depressed part; after which the piece of wood being
placed in water, either hot or cold, the parts
previously depressed will rise to their former
height, and will thus form an embossed pattern,
which may be finished by the usual operations
of carving."

Dave Truesdale has acquired a re-worked moulder
marked DARBEY & CAULDWALL ???. The names appear
separately in. BP II where they represent Thomas
Cauldwall, who worked in Birmingham from 1805
to 1812, and several Darbys, including George
whose dates run from 1750 to 1794; Thomas, 17671785 and Daniel -1790-. The Darby spelling is
recorded only for the labels of Ge2Ig0 and
Thomas. There is also the firm of Darby & Cox
for whom no date is given. George Darby shared an address at 50 Worcester St. with John
Briscoe -1785-. The label has an unusual saw
tooth border, the top line of which rises and
descends depending on the height of the letters
beneath it. Despite its length, it is a single
stroke mark with a space for several unreadable
letters following the final L in CAULDwALL.
Dave believes that the missing element may have
been a crown, however. The iron is by Newbould.

—5

,
Bill Rvoka has a fine crow* moulder with the
name E.REAGER embossed in a sawtooth border on
the fore end. Neither WPINCA nor BP II list
this mark. Other sightings will be appreciated.
The Jacob Brothers, Charles and Walter, at the
recent Williamsburg meeting of EAIA spoke to
us of the little known RICHARDS of Philadelphia.
Does anyone have information about this murky
figure.
A "Yankee " style plow with knurled steel cap
screws to hold the arms, marked E & J EVANS/
ROCHESTER was offered some time back in the list
of a midwest dealer. The eagle eyed editor of
the IMP, who points this out, remarks that this
is the first Yankee type in his experience which,
if labeled, does not have the mark of a New
England maker.
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THE DOGGETTS OF DEDHAM
by
Richard T. De Avila
Samuel Doggett was born in Marshfield, Mass. May 30, 1727; died
in Dedham, Mass., March 6, 1794.
He lived in Braintree and Milton until he went to Dorchester, where
he learned the trade of a "millwright" as a young man. At the age of
22 he married in Dorchester and moved to Dedham, where he became a
"housewright".
He had five (5) sons and three (3) daughters, One of his sons was
named Samuel and was born in Dedham October 5, 1751.
Samuel Sr. died in Dedham and lies buried in the old cemetery
there, His gravestone has the following inscription:
MEMENTO MORS
IN MEMORY OF
MR. SAMUEL DOGGETT
WHO DIED MARCH 6, 1794
AE 67
THIS GRAVE CONTAINS THE
FEEBLE MOULDERING CLAY
THE SPIRIT TRIUMPHS IN
ETERNAL DAY
The inventory of the Estate of Samuel Doggett of Dedham,
to Probate Court on July 2, 1794; reads in part as follows:

returned

Framing and Turning Tools
-I-, 6.2.2
Cyder Mill Tools & Moulds
1.0.0
Shop and Bench Tools of Various Sorts
20.13.0
One Work Bench and Two Vises
0.18.0
one Foot Wheel Four Grindstones One Polisher
.1.5.0.
Lathe and Bench and Wheel
1.1.0.
Box of Unfinished Tools & 37 Pieces of
Tool Stuff
1.2.6
689 Feet of Beech & Birch Stuff
2.2.0
It seems i:aportant to note that the appraisment of Samuel's shop
and bench tools at 20.13.0 is the third largest item on his inventory,
the first being his dwelling house and land adjoining at 110.0.0. The
second being three beds, coverlids, blankets, sheets, pillows, cafes
(cases) under beds, bedstead etc. at 21. 4.0.
With the exception of his house, land remaining goods were sold
at Public Auction. He left his heirs Samuel Jr. and others 5 pounds
each.
It is interesting that the estate appraisal of Ceasor Chelor dated
Aug. 17, 1984, lists "Sundry Tools and Old Lumber At A Value of 22.10.4.
Lieut. Samuel Doggett was born in Dedham, Oct. 5, 1751 and according to the History of the Daggett-Doggett Family he died in Dedham on
Nov. 19, 1831. Although as of his writing I have been unable to find

his death recorded or any inventory or will left by him.
On Jan. 23, 1776 he entered the army (artillery) and served
one
year, Being Hon. Discharded, On Oct. 2, 1778 he was again
commissioned
as a Lieutenant of the Second Company of the First
Militia in the
county of Suffolk. They were in service in Rhode Island
from July
29, to Sept. 1778 inclusive.
Don and Anne Wing note in their catalog No. 5, July 1978,
that
Joseph Fuller was in the 4th Co. of the Militia of Provide
nce from
December of 1776 to the end of the Revolutionary War.
Lieut. Samuel
Doggett, Jr. and Joseph Fuller were both in the America
n Forces in
Rhode Island at the same time and possibly knew one another
.
Lieut. Samuel Doggett Jr. took great interest in all movemen
ts
for the town of Dedham. He was, by occupation, a millwright
and house
wright or carpenter; and in later life was a jailer at the
Dedham Jail.
There is a Samuel Doggett listed as one of the founders of
the
Norfolk Mutual Fire Insurance Co. on March 17, 1825.
I have one S. Doggett Dedham complex moulding, made of birch,
104" long which I take to indicate pre-1770. The forward
edge of the
wedge slot is chamfered to prevent splitting when removing
wedge, and
it has heavy chamfering on edges. This plane came from the tool
chest
which contained two Presbrey/Norton planes, 1758-1810, and a
H. Wetherel/
Norton, c 1760 that I now own.
To sum up - we can be sure that Samuel Sr. was indeed a planema
ker,
by the contents of his estate inventory. Having sold all his
working
tools and equipment at public auction.
Not having as yet any record
of his son's estate, it is not certain wether he continued to
make tools.
I believe Samuel Sr. was the maker of the S. Doggett planes.
It.
would be informative if it would be possible to obtain
further descriptions of other S. Doggett planes.
The information on the Doggetts of Dedham, has been obtaine
d by
the writer from the Dedham Historical Society and the Dedham
Registry
of Deeds.
by the contents of his estate inventory.
Having sold all his working tools and equipment at public auction and not having as yet any
record of his son's estate, it is not certain whether he continued
to make tools.

The wedge of an A STEAD plane collected by
Allan Bates. Another entry in the relieved
wedge school.

•

In the Berkshire Museum at Pittsfield, Mass. is
exhibited a plane in the Dutch style dated 1756.
It has the appearance of a raising plane though
it is shorter than we are accustomed to seeing
and without a handle. The staves on which the
fence slides protrude through the stock in which
they are fixed and probably provide a hand grip
in the manner of the pull rod found on many
crown mouldings. The iron is skewed.
The fence has no provision for passing under the sole as is common with more modern
planes of this type but most unusual is the
manner in which the staves are locked into position in the fence. This is accomplished by vertical wedging down through the top of the fence.
The wedges are now missing but the mortises in
which they were inserted show how wedging was
accomplished.
The Berkshire Museum Dutch raising plane
is interesting because it may provide some
small help in dating the divergence in design
between Continental planes and British/American planes of the same type. Eighteenth century British/American raising planes are reasonably common and all seem to have developed
characteristics not seen in the Dutch plane.
While 1756 can hardly be interpreted as meaningful in itself, the observation of a British/
American plane of similar date will assure us
that by the middle of the century the divergence
was well established. It may well be that origins will have to be looked for a hundred years
or more earlier but in our present state of ignorance as to details relative to the emergence
of particular plane styles, any date is better
than no date at all.

The back files of England's WOODWORKER Magazine
contain a number of well illustrated and informative article on planes by Alan S. Beardmore.
Even if the normal fare in a woodworker's magazine is not your interest, these articles
make it well worth your while to seek the old
issues of this handsome periodical as Bob Cam-•
eron has pointed out to us. We have only seen
issues back through 1976 but in that time span
will be found many pieces of interest to the
rhykenophile.

DAN S EME I,

NOTES 6, QUERIES

One of the illustrations from an article on English Sash
Moulding Planes by Bill Goodman in the first issue of
Working Wood, a beautiful new English magazine. We
lifted this drawing without permission because we thought
it might represent the plane Bill mentioned in a note
which, although it had lost the marks on its fore end,
was equipped with a relieved wedge like that in the
Granford plane found by Paul Kebabian.
inch Square Ovo10 Plane
Probably made by Thos. Granford,
Joiner of London, c. 1690
10V: inches long

NOTES & QUERIES
IMP editor Smith's lists usually turn up some
previously unrecorded data. His list of March
24, 1980 gives us:
.skew rabbet, G.W.DENISON & CO/WINTHROP/CONN
also marked FROM H.LUTGEN/JERSEY CITY, owner
marked E.TRUDEAU
.reverse ogee, SHIVERICK,also marked FROM
H. LUTGEN/JERSEY CITY, owner marked E.TRUDEAU
(This and the previous plane suggest that hardware dealers or their jobbers did not confine
themselves to the products of individual plane
makers.)
.smooth, R.FAIRCLOUGH & 00/93 BYROM ST./LIVERPOOL (BP II gives 72 and 73 Byrom for this
maker.)
.carraszemaker's rabbet or door check, POND
WELLES/NEW HAVEN (a report by Jose Dziadul gives
us POND & WELLS, perhaps a variant stamp. Compare Pond, Malcom and Welles.)
The June 16th list has:
-YID]) (Thomas Tidd was apprenticed
to William Cogdell in 174A Ac-:ording to B.P.II:
.round, C.CARY "fat" letters in a zigzag border, early 19 C appearance.
.round S.ABBOT "small"imprint in a zigzag
border.
AN SEMEL
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SOME OBSERVATIONS
by
Seth Burchard

In Vol. XXI p. 61 I wrote an article Butcher Blades in America.
In this I mentioned a mark "W(Crown)R/ w.BUTCHER/sHEFFIELD and
said that this appears to be the cypher of King William IV of
England (1830-37), indicating that the Butcher firm had acquired
the coveted right to use "By Appointment to the King."
This has now been confirmed by a second iron bearing the mark
"V(Crown)R/W.BUTCHER/SHEFFIELD", indicating that the appointment was continued into the reign of Queen Victoria, who immediately
succeded King William.
This iron turns up in a very nice little
plow with riveted slide arms held in place by boxwood key wedges.
The depth stop is a piece of boxwood held by a boxwood thumb screw,
attached to a steel foot by two pieces of steel. The skate is entirely
of steel and is held by blunt screws. The mark is "J.A & F.W.NEWBOULD/
BUFFALO
N.Y." in three separate stamps with serrated borders.
Ken
Roberts does not mention this firm
Also found a J.M.TABER/NEW BEDFORD 22" foreplane with a 2 3/8" double iron
marked NEWBOULD/(crown)/WARRANTED/CAST STEEL on the iron and (Crown)/
SAMUEL/NEWBOULD on the iron. These are both incuse marks without the
serrated border mentioned by Goodman. Apparently Newbould was also
"By Appointment"

-

NOTES & QUERIES
Bob Cameron has noted the name W. TUCKER
in a
sawtooth border in a plane with an early
style
wedge.
Bud Brown reports a splendid list of unusua
l
plane marks:
.a panel raising plane with 18 C characteristics and the mark M.CABI.
.a moulder also with 18 C characteristics
fro
from a group comprising known 18 C makers
marked I.GEHRIG. The stamp is intaglio script
similar to the I SCHAUER and N.SCHAUER marks
.a handled sash of 19 C appearance marked
G & S ELFREYS/PHILADELPHIA
.a moulder, 19 C marked B. LANG/CINI.,0. plane
irons marked HUTCHINS and FIELD.
.a pair of m5ulders with a mark which appear
s
to be ZYTO REG— 1500.
Bud suggests the "ZYTO" planes may be Europe
an.
Bud Steere's list #9 of Feb. 1980 offers
a
torus bead marked MOSELY and HAWKSWORTH.
In his July 1980 catalog Bud Steere described
a rabbet with a zigzag bordered I MOORS
mark.
He also records another W. FOOD whom we have
noted in Plane Talk
Jock Moody's March 1980 list offered an 18
C
pumplog plane marked H. WENTZ, and a double
beading plane marked F. DALLIKER.
The list for an auction held by Richard Crane
on April 26, 1980 included:
. a 28" wood jointer marked B.F.BERRY
. a plow marked FELL & WRIGHT/ROME, N.Y.
. a moulder marked FISEER
. a plow marked J.E.RAWSON
. a 18 C style moulder marked J.HARTSON
. a horned smooth marked HENRY BOXER
In a list dated Oct. 1979 Jack Clouser mentions
some unusualmarks:
.sun plane, R.W.WALKER & CO
.coopers plucker, McKENSIE/ABERDEEN
.witchet, CHAS. GREEN
.sill plane, A HOLLIS
.toothing plane, ?SIMS/LONDON?
.rabbet (?), C.E.NICHOLS
.wood bullnose, W.P. HILL
.compass plane, J.DAWSON/MONTREAL
.horn plane, JOE PETER ARNS (German'')
.plow plane, FARRAR & ALLIS
(In 17-4 we reported that Bob Nickelson owned
a plane marked Farrar & Allis on which there
seemed to be two.0Jetters missing at the end
of ALLIS. Jack follows his listing of the
name with question marks but his meaning isn't
clear.)

DA.N SEMEL

FURTHER REMARKS ON SPRING MARKS

Jerold L. DiHinds
A theory has often been put forth that spring marks are on a
plane to guide the craftsman in his holding the plane at the
proper angle. I have never been able to accept this theory
for the simple reason that every spring mark I ever saw was
on the toe of the plane. It is obvious that unless the user
were purling the plane toward himself, he could not see the
marks. No user I have ever observed nor any literature I have
ever seen shows anything other than oriental workers using a
plane in such fashion. Obviously it would be unreasonable to
have a helper to sight in on the marks. I could not escape the
observation that spring marks, were they to guide the user, would
make so much more sense if they were on the heel of the plane
rather than the toe. The only conclusion I Taad make was that
spring marks are not to guide the user, but must be for some
other purpose as yet undiscovered.
Mr. Carl Bopp, in his work with Mother Planes (Fall 79 BARS),
has opened the door to what I believe to be the true purpose of
the spring marks. They are on the toe of the plane for no other
purpose than that of manufactory. It is not uncommon to see a
series of scribe marks on a plane to mark the location of the
various cuts. I would submit that the pattern layout of the
plane would also logically include the angle for the Mother
Plane to be held. Every plane I observed after forming this
conclusion disclosed that the grain of the wood constituting
the body of plane was such that the cut of the Mother Plane
would be from toe to heel.
It therefore seems completely logical to me that spring marks
be totally disregarded as having any application to the use
of the plane on the job.
• ,
This, of course, is only a theory on the reason for the spring
marks. Further study or thought upon the subject may well
disclose that my comments are unfounded, but as yet, they seem
far more logical to me than anything so far suggested.
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marked I H
Relieved wedge from a round plane
— I —13

A Hid e..
N NoZWICA-1
10" Birch Moo AFN

This plane was found with other Norwich, Conn.
planes. Brief examination of available records indicates "Hides" were in Norwich,
Conn. since early 17th Century. Hopefully
this will become the first documented
18th C Conn. maker. - Walter Phelps -

NOTES & QUERIES
Len Borkowski expands the recorded data on
Milwaukee planemakers with this list from labels in his collection:
NAZRO-KING/MILWAUKEE
1844-47
(on a smoother)
L.KENNEDY/MILWAUKEE
1847 ( on a smoother. WPINCA gives a closing date of 1849. See current EAIA
Chronicle for a piece on Kennedy.)
J.NAZRO & CO/MILWAUKEE
1860-80
(on a round)
HENRY NAZRO & CO/MILWAUKEE
(on many different planes)
HENRY CLARK/MILWAUKEE
1.852
(on a round)
Incidentally one of Len's big interests is the
Greenfield Tool Co. for planes of this firm
formed the cornerstone of his collection. Other
(WT enthusiasts might find interest in corresponding with him. Add: 2136 N, 73 Si.
Wauwatosa, Wis 53213

In 1V-2 we ran an article by John Meloney on
the Rangeley Lake Shoot Board Plane which was
used in making joints in boat planking. John
reported that local tradition said that planes
of this sort were made (or re-made from commercial planes) by individual Rangeley boat
builders to meet their special requirements.
Jack Kebabian has now shown us a plane and
guidebox which though similer, is not a twin of
the Meloney plane, substantiating the belief
that these were one-off, boat builder-made
tools. The Kebabian plane was located by Lee
Murray who has also acquired the Meloney plane.

From Charles Alley comes another report of a
PIRCE plane, this one marked W S PIRCE but having the three flower/sunburst marks associated
with J. PIRCE(PEARCE).

NOTES & QUERIES
An interesting query from Alfred Schulz involves
some unusual marks on plane irons. "Does anybody have any information where the plane irons
shown were made? It is interesting to note that
the German name 'KOCH' translated into English
means 'COOK'. (Fig. 1.). The insignia appears
to be a cup of soup or beverage. The insignia
in (Fig. 2) is a top hat. I also have a tanged
firmer wood chisel with the same insignia and
name. In (Fig,3) the insignia appears to be
either a hand wrought nail or a mallet. I have
a complete set of 8 irons with this mark. The
initials are I.P.A. All of the irons shown
were in a wooden cheese box purchased at an
auction here in Nebraska."
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The kind of letter we like and get many of came
from Jim Blower. "I have a collection of planes,
3 boxes I received from my grandfather, a great
great uncle and from my wife's great uncle. I
started my apprenticeship in 1936 with 32 wooden planes and I have been saving planes from
friends and the scrap heaps.
In the last 2 years with the help of K.D.
Roberts, W.L. Goodman and others, including the
B-ARSociety, I have been able to gain a lot of
knowledge. Four planes have some blind spots
in the markings. Maybe some member could give
me additional information.
1.) A plain ogee moulding deeply stamped WATERTOWN N.Y. with room above the stamp for a name.
2.) & 3.) A *18 hollow and a *16 round marked
HIGLEY & HICKS/OHIO-CITY. Both irons are Ohio
Tool Co. and both have H.PRICE stamped with a
rectangular serrated border.
(T.V-2-14) ,
4.) Re: The Anne and Don Wing
skewed hollow and round marked. RYE & CO.SWINDON. I do not believe that these are English.
sighted a skew rabbet and a 6" Tee-rabbet
that read RYE & CO. NEW SWINDON. These two
—
.
sightings were in Canada."
We find among our notes a record of the name
A.SAYIES in a serrated border from a moulder
with a wedge in the rounded, relieved finial
style. The finial is very small. No doubt we
<mew where the note came from when we first made
it but the memory has flown.
In the same page of notes is the recording of a
wedge from a plane marked E.CARTER. Because of
its early style we misdoubt this is Edward Carter of Troy who was active around the middle to
the end of the 19 C. Perhaps cur E. carter
was an owner.

-

Charles Alley sends us a list of names from
his collection:
ADS
H.OISEN/11 VOG
P.TYLER, Blade F.STONES (Compare L. TylerWPINCA)
J.HATEW/LL
W.J.PETERS
W.H.H.WHITE/NEWBRUNSWICK, N.J., blade A.D.GREEN2
W.D.VASITTER
L.G.STARKEY/DEABORN (DEARBORN ?)
H.JOHNSON
A.S.PAUL
FARRINGTON & BURDITT/HOLYOKE,MASS
D.SHAW (compare George Shaw/Hackney Id.,
London 3.2.11)
W.PERKIN (10" Hollow-appears 18th C.)
T.S.HOLT (JAMES CAM iron) (compare Thomas and
John Holt/Lewes)
C.ARNDT
SABBOT
S.GREASON
JN° HOLIDAY (compare T. HOLLIDAY, Cinc.,Ohio wPINCA)
A.C.MORE/ GOSHEN MS. (This is very likely the
first sighting of a plane by Abner Moore
who sold his business to the Union Tool
Co. about 1850 and has been known only
from the records)
This quotation from Hiram Barrus's History of
Gosnen written in 1881 has been ti.:1 now me
only evidence that Abner Moore actually made
planes..
"In 18
.51. a ,:cint stock :ompany, comprisine
about .-y0 members was formed for makinm planes
and other tools, under the name of the 'Union
Tool Co.' They purchased the shop and stock
of Abner moors wno had been for a short. time
engamed in the business, employed about 20
hands and carried on the manufact:zre about two
and a half years"

NOTES & QUERIES
Bill Hermanek owns a compass plane marked H.L.
BERGER/HAMBURG. The plane has the horn frequently found on German planes and heavy, flat
chamfers.

TWO MEMBERS OF THE
RELIEVED WEDGE SCHOOL

Eric Peterson who collects braces as well as
planes, has three marked MUTTER. He wonders
how many other planemakers made braces as well.
We don't think it would be too far from our
purpose to catalog instances of other kinds of
tools bearing planemaker's marks. If you agree
and have specimens let us know about them.
An unusual, 2 iron moulding plane with a wide
complex profile, perhaps wide enough to be described as a cornice moulder is owned by Jack
Gorlin . The mark is not completely clear but
appears to be ? CANTIN. The name appears in a
banner with a serrated border. The plane is unhandled but has a hole for a pull stick ( or
perhaps a hang-up hole?) near the toe. An unusual feature is the shavings escape for one of
the irons. It does not begin at the sole but
opens up half way up the side of the plane.
KDR lists the name L CANTIN in his "Names Alone"
in WPINCA
Wedge from a plane marked
A most regrettable mis-identification of an
A SAYLES in a sawtooth border.
illustration in Plane Talk IV-3 was committed
by your editor. On page 13 appears an excellent
drawing of the toe end of an N. Shover plane.
We noticed that it had no credit and not remembering at the moment who had sent it to us deA
duced that it was from the pen of Bob Graham.
It was actually by Dan Semel, to whom we make
shame-;faced apology. President Graham was the
first to bring the matter to our attention. He
said, in effect, "Did I really do that handsome
drawing?" This set us to jittering and head
scratching until we met Dan at a meeting. We
must say he was cordial, even benevolent, as he
pushed the ice pick between our ribs.
A plane marked W E BELCH/VT in a sawtooth bordered, single strike, two deck stamping is owned
by Mel Phaff. This suggests comparison with
the notation by Ken Roberts of William B Belch
who is listed as a hardware dealer, framemaker
and planemaker in New York City between 1831
and 1864.
Bob Mickelson owns a gutter plane marked W.J.
BARTON/PHILA. The iron is by ? & ? SORBY. Very
likely these initials are I & H.
Who is H : R ZUCK on a plane of early characteristics reported by Don Wood? The plane is
of fruitwood with heavy chamfers; the wedge is
unfortunately missing.

Wedge from a plane ared
E.CARTER, no address. Apparently not one of the
Carters of Troy.

TRANSITICNAL AND FETALLIC PLANE INTCRMATION
ROGER K. SMITH, Editor

LS251RGENT
V-B-414

This issue of The imp is dedicated to SARGENT TOCLS. Very little has been written about the Sargent
Co-:sny, and we know of only one Sargent Catalog reprint. This company made a complete line of planes of
excellent design and construction from at least 1380 through 1930. Perhaps this article will help to
encourere 3 greater a:predation for these tools and inspire more researth on this company. The cuts were
repr:ouced from their 1913 Catalog.
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